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Eastern Sea by the mountains which ar© variously called by the natives of these regions P a r a p a-m i s o s, and H e m 6 d o s, and H i m a o s,§ and other names, but by the Macedonians Kan-kasos.|| The boundary 011 the -west is the river I n d u s, bnfc the southern and eastern sides, which are both much greater than the others, runout into the Atlantic Ocean.^J The shape of the country is thus rhomboi'dal, since ea^h of the greater sides exceeds its opposite side by 8000 stadia, which is the length of the promontory common to the south and tlio east . coastj which projects equally in these two directions. [The length of tlio western side, measured from, the Kaukasian mountains to the southern
and A man (Lid. in. 7) have not qrniocl a larger number from Megaathenes, hut Hipparchos rlso (Strabo, p. GO),-— where he shows that Patroklta is unworthy of confidence, because he has given smaller dimensions for India than Megasthenes—only mentions the measure of 10,000 stadia j where, for what Hipp,irchos wanted, the greatest number was the most suitable for his proof.—I think the numbers were augmented because Megasthenes regarded as Indian, Kabul and that part of Ariana which Gharidragiipta, had taken from Seleukos; ami on tlio north ilie frontier nations Uttarakura.s, which ho mentions elrfO'.vhore. What Megas-thenCB said about tlio breailtli of India remained fixed throughout the whole p:eog-r;iphy of tlio (^rpolvs, so that not even Ptolemy, who says India extends 16,800 stadia, differs much from it. But his measure of length lias either beea rejected by all, for fear of opposing the ancient opinion that the torrid zone could not be inhabited, or (like Hipparchos) erroneously carried much, too far to tlio north.—* Schwanbeck, pp. 20, 30, n. 24.
• § Schmieder suggests *I/*cw>$ in Arrian. 1J i.e. The Himalayas.
Tf The world was anciently regarded as an island surrounded by the Atlantic Sea,

